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Abstract
We present an algorithm to automatically estimate three-dimensional light positions from an unordered
set of images. We collect images using a single stationary camera while manually moving a light
source around an object. Rather than measuring light positions directly, the algorithm extracts a threedimensional manifold of positions from the images using dimensionality reduction techniques. This
obviates the need for calibration and specialized equipment, making our approach inexpensive, portable
and applicable to objects of almost any size. We demonstrate our results using image-based relighting
applications.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: ThreeDimensional Graphics and Realism I.2.0 [Artificial Intelligence]: Vision and Scene Understanding
I.4.1 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Digitization and Image Capture

1. Introduction
Image-based rendering and relighting can be used to
create highly realistic images with arbitrary illumination without the need to compute light-transport from
first principles. Most image-based relighting techniques require as input a set of basis images, each lit
from a different known light position. Novel illumination conditions can then be created by computing a
weighted sum of these basis images [NSD94].
This paper presents a light-position estimation algorithm that is simple, fast and reasonably robust. Our
goal is to achieve a convincing relighting effect, rather
than capture an accurate reflectance field. We are willing to trade some accuracy in positional estimates
for increased portability and reduced data acquisition
time.
Figure 1 shows the main steps of our algorithm. We
take a set of digital images of an object with a fixed
camera and varying light positions that form a roughly
hemispherical pattern around the object. We perform
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dimensionality reduction on these images to determine a three-dimensional embedding of relative lightpositions. To counteract embedding and scaling artifacts inherent in the reduction process, we project the
resulting data-points onto a sphere using least-squares
optimization.

2. Related Work
In recent years, image-based lighting has been used
for various applications such as changing the incident
light in images and videos [DHT∗ 00, DWT∗ 02], combining real and virtual worlds [Deb98], and creating realistic light-dependent textures [MGW01, DvGNK99].
Debevec et al. [DHT∗ 00] introduced the 8D reflectance
field of an object that couples the 4D incident light
field with the 4D radiant light field of the object.
They sampled a 4D slice of this field by capturing
photographs of the object from a fixed viewpoint as
a robotic arm moves a point-lightsource in a hemisphere around the object [DWT∗ 02]. Malzbender et
al. [MGW01] used a small geodesic dome of electronic flash units for capturing directional illumination effects. Matusik et al. [MPN∗ 02] captured a 6D
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Figure 1: System Overview: Images are acquired with an uncalibrated camera and a handheld light. Isomap reduces
dimensionality of images to 3D. Resulting co-ordinates are projected onto the upper half of a sphere.

slice by relaxing the fixed viewpoint constraint. Sen
et al. [SCG∗ 05] apply Helmholz reciprocity to interchange light source and camera positions in an attempt to speed up the image capture process. All of
these methods require extensive calibration and precise measurements. Most require non-portable equipment and considerable setup and data acquisition
time.
Our algorithm is most similar to the free-form light
stage [MDA02], where a light is manually moved
around an object while a calibrated camera continuously takes pictures of the scene. Light directions
for each photograph are computed from the shading
of four diffuse spheres, which are placed at carefully
chosen positions in the scene. Instead of a calibrated
setup and specialized equipment we rely on dimensionality reduction techniques such as multi-dimensional
scaling (MDS) and Isomap [TdSL00] to estimate the
light-positions from the images.
Earlier work in inverse rendering tries to estimate material and illumination properties in photos and synthetic renderings, e.g. [MG97, YDMH99]. However,
most of these approaches require at least an approximate 3D model of the scene. Various authors have suggested indirect, statistical approaches to estimating
light direction in images by assuming purely Lambertian object surfaces [Pen82, LR85, CBG94]. We have
found our algorithm to perform well even for objects
with strong specular highlights.
Pless’s work on estimating object rotation and camera elevation from an unordered set of images using
Isomap dimensionality reduction [PS02a, PS02b] can
be considered the dual of the light position estimation
problem. Their initial two-dimensional embedding results sometimes exhibited non-intuitive deformations,
which they corrected by applying external constraints.

By analyzing our image-data in three dimensions we
are able to minimize this problem.

3. Data Acquisition
Data acquisition for most previous image-based relighting work requires some combination of a carefully calibrated camera, accurate placement of light
probes, complex lighting-domes of fixed size, highdynamic range photography and a lengthy procedure
that takes between 30 minutes and several hours to
perform. While our algorithm results in physically inexact estimates of light positions, we gather input images in 2-5 minutes per object and obtain visually convincing results for various relighting applications.
As illustrated in Figure 1, all we require is a fixed
camera framing the object to be photographed and a
freely movable diffuse light source. The camera is then
set to take pictures at regular intervals, while the user
waves the light around the object in a hemispherical
pattern. Users must take care to avoid shining the light
directly into the camera as this may lead to an underexposed object and lens flare. Additionally, neither the
light nor any of its attachments should obscure the object or cast visible shadows onto it. This means that
slightly elevated camera positions that tightly frame
the object from a distance outside the lighting hemisphere yield the best results.

4. Light Pose Estimation
The main contribution of our work is the estimation of
relative light-positions from images alone, without the
help of explicit light-probes, fiducials, shadow analysis
or direct measurements. We achieve this by applying
a dimensionality reduction technique, called Isomap,
to the captured image set.
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2005.
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4.1. Dimensionality Reduction
To explain how a dimensionality reduction technique
is able to extract positional estimates from our input
images, consider the following illustrative example.
Imagine a black disk on which a white dot is painted.
As the disk is rotated about its center, the center
of the white dot moves through various positions
P = {P1 , P2 , . . . , Pm }, Pi ∈ Rn=2 (Figure 2, Left). At
each configuration, Pi , an image, Ii , is taken, giving rise to the image set I = {I1 , I2 , . . . , Im }, Ii ∈ RN .
Each image can be regarded as an N -dimensional vector where N = width×height (each pixel in the image
representing a dimension).
We can now ask the question: Given only I, can we
recover the relative positions of the white dots, P? We
obviously want to solve this problem as generically as
possible without making any assumptions about the
rotational axis of the disk, or any other geometry, i.e.
we want to find a model-free solution. Strictly speaking, we then cannot even ask the above question, because we don’t know about the existence of any dots.
One way of addressing the problem is to simply compare pairs of images. Since the position of white dots is
all that changes between two images, comparing pairs
of images should give an estimate of the relative dot
positions.
This type of problem is commonly addressed using
Multidimensional Scaling [CC01]. Metric MDS takes
as input a dissimilarity matrix, D(i, j), representing
the pairwise distances between all N -dimensional element pairs (i, j) and yields equivalent co-ordinates in
an alternative co-ordinate system, such that the original distance relationships are preserved. This new coordinate system has the important property that the
first axis contains the largest error/variance, the second a little less, and so on. This means that the contributions of higher-order axes become decreasingly significant so that in practice only the first n dimensions
need be considered, where n < N . This effectively reduces the dimensionality of the data representation
while introducing a well-defined error.
For MDS to work well, we need a distance metric
which faithfully represents the dissimilarity of the
changes in configuration that we wish to preserve
through the dimensionality reduction, i.e.
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Figure 2: Dimensionality Reduction Example:
(Left) A black disk containing a white dot is rotated
around its center. For the ith position of the white
dot, Pi , we take a snapshot image, Ii . (Right) Example distances: two identical configurations have zero
distance. Distances increase as the two configurations
diverge until they become disjoint. In this case, the distance remains constant for any pair of disjoint configurations.

distance gives a measure of the dot-overlap in two images (Figure 2, Right). If the dots are in the exact same
position in two images then the total image difference
is zero. As the overlap area decreases, the L2 distance
between images increases monotonically. However, if
the dots do not overlap, the image distance equals
twice the area of the dot, and is independent of the
actual position of the dots. This means that L2 only
satisfies Equation 1 for small image distances.
Tenenbaum et al [TdSL00] devised a dimensionality
reduction scheme, called Isomap, which addresses the
problem that most generic dissimilarity measures are
reliable only when differences are small, but unreliable when differences are large. The basic Isomap algorithm works as follows:
1. Compute distance matrix, D(i, j) for all datapoints using some locally reliable dissimilarity measure (such as the L2 norm).
2. For each Ii , find its k closest neighbors based on the
distance matrix, D(i, j), and call these sets Nk (Ii ).
(Note that although Ij ∈ Nk (Ii ) < Ii ∈ Nk (Ij ),
such symmetry is enforced in the Isomap implementation.)

where D(i, j) is the difference between Ii and Ij using
some difference metric.

3. Construct a modified distance matrix that only
contains reliable distance measures as follows:

D(i, j), if Ij ∈ Nk (Ii )
DG (i, j) =
∞,
otherwise.

Lacking a model on which to base a suitable difference metric, the L2 (Euclidean) norm is commonly
used and simple to compute. In our example, the L2

4. Use a shortest path algorithm such as FloydWarshall’s or Dijkstra’s algorithm [CLRS01] to
solve the all-pairs shortest path problem on the

D(i, j) ∝ |Pi −Pj | ∀ (i, j) ∈ ({1 . . . m}, {1 . . . m}) (1)
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distance matrix DG (i, j). The matrix DG (i, j) now
contains pairwise distances derived from reliable
distance information.
5. Compute MDS using DG (i, j) as input.
By linking up local neighborhoods through shared
neighbors, Isomap is able to consider a globally consistent embedding even without a globally valid difference metric. Therefore, Isomap relaxes Equation 1 to:
DG (i, j) ∝ |Pi − Pj | ∀ i ∈ {1 . . . m}, Ij ∈ Nk (Ii ) (2)
In summary, by applying Isomap to a set of raw input
images we can directly compute co-ordinates for the
changing parameters that gave rise to the images. To
emphasize, this does not imply that Isomap is able
to identify an object and track its progress through
space (no temporal or other data ordering is assumed),
but that relative distances between all data-pairs are
preserved via an appropriate positional arrangement
in the low-dimensional embedding.

4.2. Application to Lightwaving
We can now proceed to apply the principles discussed
in the previous section to the problem of estimating
relative light positions for Lightwaving. As the light
moves around an object through positions P, we take
a set of images, I, of the object. We then apply Isomap
to I using the L2 distance metric between pairs of
images. If Equation 2 holds, the result is an embedding
in 3D space equivalent to P.
Unfortunately, the notion of overlap, is more difficult
to define for Lightwaving than for our simple example,
because image intensities are a complicated function
of scene geometry, object material properties, light
source parameters, camera optics and camera response
curves. Nonetheless, we can take certain measures to
maximize coherence as the light is moved. We employ
a light source with a large diffuse reflector, and move
it to ensure significant overlap in the area covered
by the light in consecutive frames. We also use autoexposure on the camera and linearize images [DM97]
before computing distances.

neighbors. Intuitively, this means that for a star pattern like those used in Figure 3, Hoberman and Telephone we would compute the distance of a point on
one star-arm to a point on the next by going via the
central axis. This artificially increases the estimated
distances between those points. In such cases Isomap
allows us to increase the k value to include adjacent
arms in the light waving pattern. The value for parameter k is currently found using a binary search approach to minimize the residual error of the Isomap
operation.
4.3. Spherical Fitting
As Isomap results contain their largest statistical
spread in the first co-ordinate, a little less in the
second, etc., recovered light-positions may be nonuniformly scaled across all dimensions. To address this
issue, we take advantage of the fact that during datagathering the light was moved in a hemispherical pattern and fit the data to a sphere using least-squares
optimization. This yields a center for the sphere, a
radius, as well as a normal defining the relevant hemipart of the sphere. Additionally, it also helps to remove
outliers and other noise-related artifacts, which may
exist in the embedding.
Additionally, the relative ordering of light-positions is
invariant with respect to rotation and reflection. The
user has the option of fixing these degrees of freedom
by interactively choosing two known light-positions,
such as opposite and perpendicular to the camera.
5. Results

Figure 3 shows some of the patterns we found to
work well. A symmetric and uniform pattern generally works better than ad hoc patterns where large
regions may be undersampled. In particular, we found
it helpful to have a good sampling of light positions
vertically over the object.

We used a Nikon D70 digital camera in continuous
mode (approximately 3 fps) for the Teapot dataset,
and a Canon GL2 digital camcorder for all others. We
found a diffuse table lamp to be adequate for most of
the smaller objects, and a professional 250W handheld light attached to a diffuse foam core reflector was
enough for larger objects such as the Beetle car. As
our method does not require any calibration or precise measurement, the setup time was approximately
the same as that required for a single photograph, and
we gathered about 1–3 minutes of light waving video,
discarding all but a few (about 300–500) evenly spaced
frames. We also discard frames where the light moved
into the camera’s view or caused lens flare. We then resized the frames to around 240×160 before using them
for Isomap computation, which took approximately a
minute on a modern workstation.

Isomap with a very small neighborhood count, k, often results in poor mappings. This is not surprising
as Isomap recalculates the initial distance-matrix between all image pairs by pruning all but the closest k

Figure 3 shows some of the objects and scanning patterns we tested. While we have no tracking equipment
to gather ground truth light-position values for comparison, the recovered positions faithfully resemble the
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2005.
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Figure 3: Recovery results for a series of objects and light waving patterns: (Top) Sample images with arbitrary
light position. (Bottom) 3D Light-waving patterns recovered by Isomap, shown in top & side views.

scanning patterns that we used during data capture.
Even samples that were eliminated due to the light
passing in front of the camera or shining into it leave
a corresponding gap in the reconstructed light-waving
pattern (see supplemental video for an example).
We applied our results to generate polynomial texture maps (PTMs) as described by Malzbender et
al. [MGW01]. A PTM encodes the effect of lighting
on a texture. Each pixel of a PTM stores coefficients
of a 2D quadratic polynomial that best approximates
pixel color changes with changing illumination direction. Due to the low degree polynomial function, illumination varies smoothly, but is not always an accurate model for sharp specular highlights and occlusions. Using our approximate light positions to construct PTMs results in very little visible difference.
Please see accompanying video for examples of PTMs
obtained by our algorithm.
We also demonstrate relighting of objects with arbitrary environment maps captured using light probe
images as shown in Figure 4. For each basis image,
the light positions are determined with our technique.
We use the methods described in [DHT∗ 00, MDA02]
on these light positions to compute the weights of the
basis images and sum the weighted images to obtain
the final result.
6. Discussion and Future Work
Apart from the shape of the light-waving pattern
and number of samples obtained, the neighborhood
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2005.

count, k, is the only parameter in our approach. As
the quality of light-position estimates depends on selecting k from an appropriate range we are currently
investigating how neighborhood size is related to scene
properties, such as object shape and material, lighting,
and camera placement.
Since our data acquisition requires no calibration, we
anticipate that correlating results from one or more
additional cameras will improve the accuracy of our
results without significantly increasing the complexity of the algorithm. Most of these cameras can be
of webcam quality, while a main camera captures hiresolution or even high dynamic range images.
We envision our algorithm being used in settings
where ease and speed of use are paramount to physical accuracy. One such setting would be fast and easy
acquisition for a relightable image-stock database. Images of requested objects could be downloaded by
artists and relit for compositing with an existing scene.
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